Primer mixtures in RAPD analysis.
RAPD (random amplified polymorphic DNA) is a multiplex marker system that conventionally uses single-primer PCR to amplify random DNA fragments. Because of its multiplex nature, it is frequently used in bulked segregant analysis (BSA). In view of the very large numbers of markers BSA often requires, we investigated the use of mixtures of primers as a method of increasing the number of markers available. Theoretically, if a single-primer reaction produces x bands on average, an unrestrained PCR process using a primers should produce xa2 bands. Initially, we investigated mixtures containing from one to five primers. The average number of products increased slightly from the single-primer to the multiple-primer case, whereas it was rather constant for the different multi-primer combinations. This deviation from the theoretical expectations, which we attribute to the effects of competition, shows mixtures of more than two primers to be inefficient. The properties of two-primer mixtures in which the proportions of the two primers were varied were also investigated. The intensities of most of the products were influenced by the proportions of the primers used to create the mixture. A good fit was obtained to a model in which the average competitive ability of a band is directly proportional to the probability of randomly obtaining the band-producing primer combination from the pool of primers. Using two-primer mixtures, a(a-1)/2 different two-primer mixtures can be produced. A comparison of different schemes for constructing the two-primer mixtures indicates that the degree of resampling is similar for all schemes. In conclusion, the use of two-primer mixtures is a simple but very powerful strategy in BSA as it can generate an extremely large number of markers.